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nagerie of cookie cutters includ-
ing owls, butterflies, hedgehogs
and koala bears. Several stands
carried treats stamped with Stutt-
gart’s seal of tradition: the intri-
cately designed springerle, for
instance, and the cheeky Stuag-
erder Rossbolla, a chocolate con-
fection inspired by the animal on
the city’s coat of arms, the stud.
(Round, brown “drops,” if you get
what I mean.)

“One street, one street, one
street,” said Elisabeth as she
pointed out the different lanes
thick with retailers. “There are so
many stalls, you can go crazy.”

For the first hour in my first
market, I maintained a strict
discipline. I would look, ask ques-
tions, imagine it in my home —
then walk away. However, a gold-
winged angel smaller than my
thumb melted my resolve. She
wore brown pigtails and red
shoes and held a yellow balloon
between her ball-like hands.

A pair of thick fingers lifted her
out of the glass case and deposit-
ed her into my palm. I felt my
inner miniatures-collecting
grandmother trying to escape. I
assured myself that one angel
wasn’t the gateway drug to a
curio cabinet. I purchased the
figurine, then looked over at a
blond angel holding a red heart.
I’ll be back for you later.

My angel from the Günter Re-
ichel workshop (est. 1989, a fate-
ful year) was part of a broader
collection of crafts from the Er-
zgebirge, an eastern region
known for its wooden folk art.
The objects are beyond just cute
and well-crafted; they signify a
perseverance of tradition and
spirit under the Communist re-
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stars.
After a tour above the roof-

lines, we dropped our heads for
some eye-level attractions — if we
crouched down. In the separate
children’s section, a train built for
short-legged passengers chugged
through a wee town outfitted
with a working ski gondola and a
tiny illuminated church. A sweets
shop invited little chefs into its
kitchen to bake gingerbread, and
a candle workshop arranged vats
of dye for dip-your-own candle-
making.

I approached the candle coun-
ter and asked to make a star.
(Other options: Santa and a
moon). The woman laid out a
warm square of pink wax and
handed me a metal cutter. I
stepped onto the raised platform
and hunched my shoulders to
avoid banging my head on the
ceiling. I pressed down into the
soft material and watched a
dwarf-star galaxy materialize. I
pierced a hole in each one, imag-
ining a tree of stars. As I descend-
ed the steps, the employee said
wistfully, “I wish more adults did
this.”

Only a minority of the goods
are Made by You; most are Made
in Germany, a point of national
pride that appears on many signs.
I noticed only a few outliers —
dream catchers, Buddha statues,
wool hats from Nepal — more
appropriate for Coachella.

I sifted through baskets of
straw stars and bins of wood
ornaments shaped like animals,
musical instruments and such
winter subjects as wreaths, snow-
men and polar bears wearing ice
skates. I browsed through hand-
made brushes suited for hair,
keyboards and floors, and a me-

with the hot beverage.
I asked her what makes Stutt-

gart’s market unique.
“Stuttgart is special because of

the decorations,” she replied, add-
ing that the vendor with the best
rooftop display wins a thousand
euros.

Competition is fierce.
“He is very boring,” she said of

a hut covered in a mess of leafy
branches. “He won’t win the
prize, but he makes very beautiful
wooden boxes.”

Other kiosks were more ambi-
tious: an animatronic teddy bear
blowing bubbles, angels rolling
out dough for springerle biscuits,
a garden of rainbow-colored

of the Christmas Day goose. Dur-
ing the day, many of the visitors
are from out of town or country.
The Swiss, for instance, show up
in buses and stock up on gifts that
are significantly cheaper than
items sold on their side of the
border. In the evening, residents
arrive all bundled up. They gath-
er around outdoor tables, social-
izing with friends over mulled
wine and sausages that poke out
of round buns like dachshund
tails.

“The Christmas markets are
very similar with the glühwein
and wurtz,” Elisabeth said as we
passed groups of people clutch-
ing commemorative mugs filled

ornaments — simple and re-
strained. Children receive their
presents on Christmas Eve. Elisa-
beth, who was born in 1944,
remembers the gift from her
youth: a cookie.

Food is central to the celebra-
tions. Over the holidays, German
households fill their pantries
with gingerbread, cinnamon star
cookies, stollen and fruit bread, a
dense brown loaf not reviled like
its American cousin.

“Busy housewives bake it,” she
said, “but I buy it.”

The market, which was found-
ed in 1692, carries the main sup-
plies for a genuine German
Christmas — with the exception

“This is Germany! This is
Christmas!,” said Thomas Volm, a
guide at the holiday market at
Hohenzollern Castle, about 40
miles south of Stuttgart. “This is
my favorite time of the year. It
looks like a bilderbuch — a pic-
ture book.”

Germany plunges antlers-first
into the spirit of the holiday, and
visitors can soak up traditions
dating from the late Middle Ages.
At the markets, you can sample
foods that appeared on royal and
ecumenical tables half a millenni-
um ago and purchase seasonal
decorations in vogue since the
1700s. Revelers can also raise a
mug of glühwein to Martin Lu-
ther, the Protestant reformer who
shifted the day of gift-giving from
Dec. 6 to Dec. 24.

Hallelujah for extra shopping
time!

Merchandise paradise
On the morning of the first

Advent Sunday, Stuttgart was
quiet and peaceful. Stores were
shuttered; churches were open. A
trio of men in Santa caps and
reindeer antlers silently jogged
through Schlossplatz Palace
Square. The Mercedes symbol
atop the railway station gleamed
against a pewter sky.

However, a few streets away,
more than 280 market stalls were
stirring to life.

As an introduction to Christ-
mas in Germany, my guide de-
scribed some of the more com-
mon practices. For instance, Elis-
abeth said, families typically dec-
orate their trees on Dec. 24 with
white lights, candles, silvery
thread, glass-blown balls or straw
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they give the kids independ-
ence and let parents sit back.”

Emily added that it pro-
vides “great one-on-one atten-
tion for the kids. They get
treated like little adults.”

“It’s very branded,” Chloe
noted, adding that the foods
are “healthy” brands, such as
such as a cereal-bar maker
and a sustainable-sourcing
smoothie-and-juice company.
“Anyway, kids are so used to
brands.”

Vanessa Buchan brought
her daughters. In the cabin-
crew activity, some of the
grown-ups, including Va-
nessa, were enlisted to be pas-
sengers.

As they emerged, Vanessa
gushed, “It was so sweet, but
my daughter just got stage
fright. She was giving me my
breakfast and she cried.”

Meanwhile, Kitty landed
their plane: “It was so fast!” I
wasn’t permitted into the
flight training area, so I can’t
comment on the plane simu-
lator, but she had fun.

Our four-hour slot was
nearly at an end, and we were
exhausted. It was off to the
department store to spend the
rest of the kidZos. Kitty had
60 left — but you don’t get
much for that. The more de-
sirable toys cost up to 300
kidZos — which, KidZania
hopes, you will acquire by
investing at the park bank and
making repeat visits. Invest-
ment was one concept too far
for us: Kitty cashed in her
hard-earned money for a tiny
toy and instant gratification.

“What job do you want to
do when you grow up?” I
asked again after we had left.
“Fairy firefighter,” she re-
sponded.

travel@washpost.com

Starrs is a freelance writer based
in London.
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BY MELANIE D. G. KAPLAN

This summer, as I have many
times over the past 15 years, I took
to the road with a beagle. From
Washington, Hammy and I head-
ed south, then north, then west —
until we hit the Pacific Ocean. He
loves sniffing out new places and
knows the drill in the car: He
hops into his plastic crate, which
is secured in the back of my
decade-old Honda CR-V, curls
into a bagel shape and sleeps
until the next rest stop.

I later found out that while we
were road-tripping, the Center
for Pet Safety (CPS), a nonprofit
research and consumer advocacy
organization, was administering
crash tests of pet crates and small
carriers. The testing took place at
MGA Research, an independent
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration-contracted test-
ing laboratory in Manassas, Va. I
didn’t really want to think about
the possibility of a crash — no-
body does — but the more I
learned about product testing,
the more I began to question my
own practices.

Like most pet owners I know, I
put a considerable amount of
thought and time into keeping
my little guy safe on trips, wheth-
er it’s a drive over the Potomac
River or across the country. At the
very least, most of us know not to
drive with an animal loose in the
back of a pick-up truck or in a
carrier on the roof, Mitt Romney-
style; and we know that a dog on
the driver’s lap is a recipe for
disaster. But in an accident,
would Hammy be as well protect-
ed as I am in my seat belt?
Probably not.

Until now, consumers have had
very little information about
which products are most reliable
at keeping dogs and cats safe in
the car. With the completion of
CPS’s recent crash tests and its
forthcoming safety product stan-
dards, the organization — not
affiliated with the pet product
industry — is, thankfully, shed-
ding some light on the safest ways
to restrain four-legged passen-
gers.

Lindsey Wolko, a management
consultant, founded CPS in 2011,
inspired by an injured dog and a
car safety harness that she said
did nothing to keep her dog safe.
After the incident, she realized
the only way to know for sure
which products worked was to
put them through rigorous test-
ing. She began testing harnesses
at a crash-test facility, simulating
a front-end collision. One harness
broke at the connection point.
Another, which the manufacturer
claimed to have crash-tested, de-
capitated the artificial test dog.

“It’s important for pet owners
to understand that there is a
performance component when
you shop for a product,” said
Wolko, who runs CPS on a volun-
teer basis. “If you’re looking for
something that will provide pro-
tection in a crash, most of the
products won’t do that.”

Wolko called the pet industry

“a big cloudy mess of marketing”
in which manufacturers make
ungrounded claims about safety.
“But what pet owners don’t know
is that the industry is highly
unregulated,” she said. “Manufac-
turers can claim anything they
want with no oversight. They can
openly claim that they crash-
tested it even if it fails the test
miserably.”

CPS’s test in July, funded by
Subaru, tested the crashworthi-
ness of pet crates and small carri-
ers in crash situations. CPS used
test dogs with metal interiors,
ranging from 15 to 110 pounds
and engineered with the same
center of gravity as a real dog.

The test measured the per-
formance of four crates from
manufacturers that had made
claims of crash protection. The
biggest surprise, Wolko said, is
that two of the crates considered
the safest had faulty connection
points, and one collapsed on the
test dog.

The top-performing crate, for
dogs up to 75 pounds, was the
Gunner Kennels G1 Intermediate
with eight-foot tie-down straps
($500). The top carriers for small-
er dogs were the PetEgo Jet Set
Forma Frame carrier, with an
Isofix-Latch Connection that
snaps the carrier firmly into place
($150-$160), and super-stylish
Sleepypod Mobile Pet Bed with
PPRS Handilock, which straps
into the seat ($180).

The test also included some
budget — $150 or less — plastic
crates (tested under “carriers”
since they generally have handles
for carrying). On the CPS website,

I found the crash-test video for
the product that most resembles
mine, which was shown with a
15-pound test dog. In the video,
the carrier remains in the seat
during the crash (secured with a
seat belt), but the plastic fractures
like a thin sheet of Styrofoam, and
the test dachshund flies out and
tumbles through the air in slow
motion, ears splayed out. This is
what Wolko calls a “complete
failure.”

Similar tests were performed
in 2013 with pet harnesses, and
the Sleepypod Clickit Utility
($90-$100) was the only product
that performed satisfactorily.
(The company has since rolled
out its Sport model, which has
gone through CPS’s certification
process). For all the products it
tests, CPS publishes standards for
manufacturers and guidelines for
consumers; the latter can be
found on its website.

When I told Wolko how Ham-
my rides and briefed her on a
quick survey I took among my
friends to find out how their
canines travel (such as loose in
the back of an SUV, harnessed
with a tether, or free on a ham-
mock between the front and back
seats), she winced — not surpris-
ing from someone who lives in a
world of worst-case scenarios.

“When pets ride free and easy,
there are a lot of risks — to you,
your pet and the other drivers on
the road,” she said, stressing the
difference between restraining a
dog to avoid distraction while
driving (which all the products
may do) and for safety. “When
your dog rides without proper
restraint, in an accident, he will
become a projectile.” As for a dog
riding in a passenger’s lap, she
reminded me that this is illegal
with babies and children for good
reason.

I asked her how we could im-
prove our practices, short of ev-
eryone purchasing a $500 crate.
For dogs 15 pounds and lighter,
she suggests full containment in a
carrier, and for larger dogs, har-
nesses are a solid option. Just
make sure not to undermine the
performance of a harness by add-
ing an extension tether, she said.
“A good harness design will give
your pet just enough freedom to
sit or lie down,” she said. “It takes
a few trips for your pet to accli-
mate to a more restricted ride,
but every dog we’ve worked with
adapts within a few training
trips.”

I haven’t yet decided where
Hammy and I will head on our
next trip, but I think his next
adventure might be getting used
to a new travel restraint.

Wolko acknowledges that be-
ing an educated consumer can be
expensive. “To get a product that
will really perform, we have to
spend more,” she said. “It’s a
shame we have to put a price on
safety.”

travel@washpost.com

Kaplan is a freelance writer in
Washington. Her website is
melaniedgkaplan.com.

Check the pedigree of pets’ car-safety equipment

Tips for your four-legged road-tripper
What’s the best way to transport your pet when you hit the road?
Take into account his size, shape and personality, and consider the
following guidelines from the Center for Pet Safety before making
your purchase.

l Some harnesses prevent only distraction, while others provide
crash protection; choose the latter. Look for harnesses that do not
have an extension tether. Giving your dog freedom to move around
means room for injury in a crash.

l If you’re going to put your pet in a seat, make it the back seat,
and don’t ever connect a safety device to your dog’s collar or
walking harness.

l Pick the right size crate for your pet, which is generally no more
than six inches longer than the animal’s body — just enough room
to be comfortable.

l If you have a small soft- or hard-sided carrier or crate for dogs
weighing less than 40 pounds, CPS recommends not using the
seat belt to secure it. If the carrier isn’t structurally sound, the seat
belt may crush the product in an accident. Instead, place the
carrier on the floor behind the driver or passenger seat. Secure
hard-sided crates in the back of a vehicle using strength-rated
cargo anchor straps, not bungee cords.

l If you’re using a booster seat (most of which have not been
tested for safety), CPS recommends using it with a crash-tested
harness product that connects to the seat belt system, such as the
Sleepypod Clickit Sport. CPS is currently working on a pilot study to
educate pet owners about boosters.

l Nose and floppy ears out the window? If you’re safety-conscious,
think of it as part of a bygone era. Flying debris can damage dogs’
eyes, and if they have enough freedom to lean out the window, they
won’t be safe in a crash.

travel@washpost.com

In London,
kids get
the keys
to the city
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Hammy the beagle’s travel gear was upgraded to a Sleepypod Clickit Sport from a plastic crate.

If you go
KidZania London

Westfield London, Ariel Way,
W12 7GA

011-44-330-131-3333

london.kidzania.com/en-uk/

Role-play theme park where
children undertake adult jobs.
Tickets for a four-hour visit: $43
per child age 4 to 14, $48 on
weekends and holidays;
accompanying adults pay $25.
Usually open daily; check
website for hours.

— S.S.

Whoa, Tannenbaum! Santa’s Village springs to life at German markets
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Employees make Santa Clauses at the Richard Glässer workshop in Seiffen, Germany. Because
of the attention to detail, the company’s recognizable hand-crafted toys can sell for three figures.


